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IDEASVision for Valo Ideas

+ Deliver an experience that 
empowers teams across all 
organizations to ideate and co-
innovate to build their dream 
workplace



IDEASIDEAS

Personal 
App



IDEASIDEAS

Idea Management



IDEASDisplay all ideas

Idea cards are displayed 
with status, title, team and 
campaign, likes, author 
and date

Visually impactful

Create an idea from the 
New Idea icon

Command Bar

Search for any idea



IDEASSearch & Filter ideas

Visually impactful

Filter ideas by type (latest, 
trending or your ideas), by 
team, by campaign and by 
status

Search for ideas



IDEASDisplay an idea

Edit your Idea to 
change the 
image, the 
categories or the 
description

Select the idea you 
are interested in

Initiate a discussion in 
Microsoft Teams to add 
your input to the idea

Like the idea if you think 
it’s worth more 
investments



IDEAS

Select the team to which 
you want to suggest your 
idea to.

Suggesting a new idea

Select a campaign, the status, one 
or more categories and benefits.

Suggest a new idea
from the New Idea 
button

Optionally, choose an image that 
represents your idea and add 
references to documents, videos, 
etc. 



IDEASEditing an existing idea

Click on Edit Idea to 
edit the idea you are 
interested in



IDEASIDEAS

Idea lifecycle and 
workflow



IDEASView your draft ideas

+ View your own 
personal draft 
ideas and start 
finalizing them 
before publishing 
to other users as 
well



IDEAS

Give name to idea and 
optionally choose a team 
with Valo Ideas app for it

Creating a draft idea

Optionally select a 
campaign, the status and 
one or more categories
and benefits.

Create a new draft 
idea from the New 
Idea button

Optionally, choose an image that 
represents your idea and add 
references to documents, videos, 
etc. 

Save idea as a draft 
without filling in all 
mandatory data



IDEASCollaborate on Ideas in a Teams 
conversation



IDEASIdea actions



IDEASIDEAS

Campaign 
Management



IDEASView latest campaigns

Campaign cards are 
displayed with title, 
author and date

Create a campaign from 
the New Campaign icon

Filter campaigns by type 
(my campaigns or 
trending), active or all 
campaigns and search



IDEASDisplay a campaign

Select the campaign
you are interested in

Read all the details about 
this campaign



IDEAS

Select the team to which you 
want to add a campaign. A 
channel will be created.

Creating a new campaign

Specify the campaign name, dates, 
description, category and benefits.

Suggest a new 
campaign from the 
New Campaign button

Optionally, add references to 
documents, videos, etc. 



IDEASEditing a campaign

Click on Edit Campaign to 
edit the campaign you 
are interested in and add 
for example multiple 
owners to a campaign



IDEASCampaign actions



IDEASIDEAS

Analytics



IDEASView Analytics

See the trends, the top 
contributors, the most 
liked ideas, the most 
viewed ideas, the most 
used categories and the 
most used benefits

Filter ideas by type (my 
ideas or all)

Select the time period for 
which you want the 
analytics

Limit the analytics to a
specific Team and
Campaign



IDEASIDEAS

Teams Tab



IDEASIdeas Tab

Idea cards are displayed 
with status, title, 
campaign, likes, author 
and date. Only ideas of the 
currently selected 
campaign are displayed.

Create an idea from the 
New Idea icon in the 
currently selected 
campaign

Command Bar

Search for any idea 
in the currently 
selected campaign



IDEASAnalytics Tab

See the trends, the top 
contributors, the most 
liked ideas, the most 
viewed ideas, the most 
used categories and the 
most used benefits

Filter ideas by type (my 
ideas or all)

Select the time period for 
which you want the 
analytics

See the analytics of the
currently selected 
channel (campaign)



IDEASIDEAS

Bot



IDEASChannel Messages

When creating an idea, 
the Valo Ideas Bot will 
post a message in the 
selected campaign 
(channel)

Clicking on Go to Idea 
will open the Idea in 
the Teams Tab

Clicking on the user 
profile picture that 
suggested the idea will 
initiate a new chat

See all messaged, 
including ideas, of the
currently selected 
channel (campaign)

The Valo Idea bot will 
automatically notify the 
user suggesting the 
idea



IDEASView an idea

Click on Go to Idea to 
view the details of an 
idea

Edit your Idea to 
change the 
image, the 
categories or the 
description

Initiate a discussion in 
Microsoft Teams to add 
your input to the idea

Like the idea if you think 
it’s worth more 
investments



IDEASSuggesting an idea

Click on the Light Bulb
to create an Idea in the 
context of the current 
campaign

Select one or more 
categories and 
benefits.

Provide the Title and the 
Description of the Idea

Optionally, choose an 
image that represents 
your idea and add 
references to 
documents, videos, etc. 



IDEASPromoting a message to an idea

Select the … menu from the 
message and select Submit new 
idea from the More actions menu



IDEASIDEAS

The fine 
print



IDEASSupported Clients

Browsers

Current versions of Safari, Chrome, Firefox, Edge

Mobile Devices

Two latest releases of Android and iOS browsers

Teams Client

Both Browser and Desktop supported



IDEASSupported Languages

Dutch (nl-NL)

English (en-US)

Finnish (fi-FI)

French (fr-FR)

German (de-DE)

Greek (el-GR)

Romanian (ro-RO)

Serbian (Latin)(sr-Latn-RS)

Spanish (es-ES)



IDEASRequired Office 365 / SharePoint 
Licenses

+ Minimum requirement: 
SharePoint Online and Microsoft Teams subscription for 
each user



IDEASAccessibility

+ WCAG 2.1 Compliant



IDEASAzure Subscription Costs

+ Azure App Service using a Basic 
Plan is required for each
installation.

+ Cosmos DB Free tier is used by
default as of Ideas v1.2

+ Approximate cost: 
45 € / month 
(Nov 2020)

+ Can be purchased through any 
acquisition channel 
(Pay-as-you-go, CSP, EA etc)



IDEAS

Thank you!


